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How it works
All the songs in this collection contain small
sections or samples of machine-generated
musical notes.

I like technology and I am interested in Artificial
Intelligence (A.I.) and machine learning. I became
interested in how music can be produced by software
programs and algorithms, rather than by human
composers. This album developed from two questions
that I had: Firstly, what are the differences between the
way audio and visual inputs are processed by the brain,
and how can they be integrated? In other words, how can
you match sound to movement or images, as in a video
where the music is not performed, but represented
graphically, for instance in a lyric video.

Secondly, if you are restricted in what you create by the
context, or by prerequisites, is it easier, and is what you
are producing more accessible or useful? Free creative
processes can lead you to create things that are wrong,
ugly, un-listenable, etc. And vice versa. The context and
parameters of this particular music production are the
preproduced music clips or small samples that were
recorded from graphic inputs into programs that result in
sound being generated.

HOW THE SAMPLES WERE MADE

I decided to try online platforms that produce both
sounds and visuals from a user’s input. I used a couple of
Artificial Intelligence (AI ) platforms, the main one being

“Paint With Music”, which uses Google Magenta’s DDSP
(Differentiable Digital Signal Processing).

On the online platform, the movements of virtual brush
strokes that are made by the user on their screen, are
translated and outputted as musical notes, performed by
virtual instruments, for instance a flute, sax, keyboard or
voice. In “Paint with Music”, for instance, you can “paint”
on to four types of virtual canvases: paper, sky, water and
street.

Other platforms that I used, also Google Sound
Experiments, are “Plink”, “Blob Opera” and “The
Exquisite Forest Theme”. All of these are experimental,
meaning that as users use the platform and upload their
creations, the database is expanded and the system
produces different – better – results, as it “learns”. So the
quality and pleasantness of the results differ – it depends
on how the signals are processed.

Except for “Blob Opera”, the platforms have a limited
range of notes and chords. “Blob Opera” is much more
complex and has a wide range of keys, notes and
harmonies. With sufficient experimentation and practice,
“Blob Opera” users can design quite long pieces of music
using “blobs” with soprano, mezzo-soprano, tenor and
bass simulated voices.



The platforms

Paper Sky

UnderwaterStreet

1 PAINT WITH MUSIC

“Paint with Music” is a Google Arts & Culture
interactive experience which connects two major
forms of artistic expression: painting and musical
composition. It was launched in June 2021 by Simon
Doury and Caroline Buttet, artists-in-residence at
Google Arts & Culture Lab.

With machine learning powered by Magenta's DDSP
(Differentiable Digital Signal Processing) Library, the
movement of a user’s virtual brush strokes on the
screen (using a mouse, for instance) is translated into
musical notes performed by various instruments.

The user can “paint” on four canvases – paper, sky,
street and water.

Therefore, the quality of the sound that is produced
does depend on the user’s eye-hand-ear coordination,
and smooth use of the mouse or their finger on a
touch screen.

SKY

The “Sky” canvas has notes in Heptatonic scale, which
means there are seven notes per octave.

The most common Heptatonic scales are the major
and harmonic minor scales, widely used in Western
music.

The “Sky” sounds are airy and breathy, with bird-like
stabs of sound.

PAPER

The “Paper” canvas notes are in the Japanese Hirajōshi
scale, which was created by Yatsuhashi Kengyō (1614-
1685) The word “kengyō” is an honorary title given to
highly skilled blind musicians. The scale was adapted
from shamisen music and originally used for tuning the
koto instrument. The notes of the chord are A♭; G; E
♭; D and C. The “Paper” sounds are Japanese-sounding
and plangent.

The kanji 音 which represents one of the instruments
on the “Paper” canvas, and features in the lyric video,
simply means “oto”, meaning sound, note or noise.

UNDERWATER AND STREET

The “Underwater” and “Street” canvases also use the
Heptatonic scale. The “Underwater” canvas has
watery, liquid and bubbly sounds, and whale singing as
single notes.

The “Street” sounds are scratchy and more harsh, with
machine-like noise in the background.

https://artsandculture.google.com/experiment/paint-with-music/YAGuJyDB-XbbWg?hl=fr


The platforms

2 BLOB OPERA

BlobOpera is a machine learning experiment by David Li, in collaboration with Google
Arts and Culture, which uses the latest web audio technology.

The creator of the program collaborated with four opera singers to teach a machine
learning model how to sing. Tenor, Christian Joel; bass, Frederick Tong; mezzo-soprano,
Joanna Gamble; and soprano, Olivia Doutney, recorded 16 hours of singing to train an
algorithm called a Convolutional Neural Network. Additional singing was provided by
Ingunn Gyda Hrafnkelsdottir and John Holland-Avery.

In the experiment you don’t hear the singers’ actual voices, but the machine learning
model’s understanding of what opera singing sounds like, based on what it learnt from
them.

The user generates sound by dragging the singing blobs on the screen up and down to
change pitch, or forwards and backwards, for different sounds and vocalizations.
Another machine learning model lets the blobs respond to and harmonize with your
input in real time.

The developers demonstrate the ability of the blobs to sing in a choir by providing
recordings of popular songs on the “Take the Blobs on Tour” page of the site.
Obviously, that shows what can be achieved with accuracy and refinement.

https://artsandculture.google.com/experiment/blob-opera/AAHWrq360NcGbw?hl=en


The platforms
3 PLINK

“Plink” is a multiplayer, interactive, music-making platform by DinahMoe Labs,
represented by Paul Kinlan. “Plink” was one of the very first creative Web Audio
applications, and it was featured on Chrome Experiments (#313). It was an important
project for DinahMoe that led to several larger music-related projects, such as “JAM”
with Chrome, and “This Exquisite Forest”.

As Kinlan puts it:  “The music created, well, it might not be anything to release 
on an album, but it is hypnotic, meditative, combine-with-some-drug-and-you’ll-
never-leave kind of experience.” 

I did not use “Plink” by “playing” with others. I played alone under the pseudonym
the system assigned to me, “Sneaky Plinker”. The idea was to create music, not play
games.

“Plink” produces an electronic 4/4 beat at a steady 120 bpm, and you can choose
from eight fairly pleasant-sounding instruments. The sound is represented by a line of
reverberating bubbles. The old-time-sounding synth, for instance, is represented by
orange bubbles. The green bubbles represent percussion, and so on.

The main limitations imposed by the use of “Plink” were the loud beat, which could
not be avoided, and the very fast, repeated notes.

Contrary to the expectations of the creators of “Plink”, I could eventually produce
pleasing compositions using the platform’s generated sounds.

Paper

http://dinahmoelabs.com/plink
https://medium.com/dinahmoe/rediscovering-plink-a-tiny-part-of-web-history-555f2e6cbfee


The platforms

Paper

4 The Exquisite Forest

“The Exquisite Forest Theme”, another platform hosted by DinahMoe Labs, is a
demonstration of a music engine created for “This Exquisite Forest”. “This Exquisite
Forest” is – or was – an online collaborative animation project which ran from 2012
to 2014. You cannot collaborate on it any more, but you can view the results. It was
conceived by Arron Koblin and Chris Milk, and produced by Google and the UK art
gallery Tate Modern.

Following that project, “(The) Exquisite Forest Theme” demo lets you create music
by selecting specific parameters – you do not have to draw anything or use a brush.

You can generate a score by choosing the instruments, mood, style, rhythm, etc., and
the program then generates a quite satisfying and mellifluous melody. It is what it is
though. Within the parameters, the user cannot change the melody that is generated.

That being said, it’s what you do with that audio clip, and how you build a musical
context for it, which finally produces a complete composition.

http://dinahmoelabs.com/theme
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Hirajōshi & 
Sky Luke Garfield Mix | Chris Perry Mix

This song contains two types of sound
recordings. The first melody, “Sky Melody”,
was made on the “Sky” canvas of the
“Paint with Music” platform, which is in
the Heptatonic scale. It contains bird-like
stabs of sound. The second melody –
“Hirajōshi Melody” was made on the
“Paper” canvas, and the notes are in the
Japanese Hirajōshi scale.

The resulting melodies are literally my
hand drawing lines on the screen. I
recorded myself “Playing” the melodies,
then extracted the audio tracks. The
sound files had to be repaired, optimized,
quantized, split, rearranged and rejoined to
form an actual melody rather than just
jumbled sounds.

The recordings had to be adjusted to fit
the tempo and key, and despite all that
can be done in Logic Pro, still sound a bit
atonal in places. I tried to normalize the
distortion by matching it with a very
twangy Electric Guitar Solo, a Synco Echo
Synth, and a Monster Truck Guitar.

The main job was then to mirror these
two tracks in a piano score, performed on
a Boesendorfer. The song had to have the
usual Trance components, including Intro,
Verse, Chorus, Breakdown, Drop and
Outro. So, the simple piano melody had to

be adapted and extended to fit the form.

The final sound is supposed to be
rhythmic and anthemic. Also, underneath it
all, it sounds a bit machine-like – the kind
of thing you could hear in a soundtrack
for a Sci-Fi movie.

David Byrne writes in his book How Music
Works, that often the reality of music
production is that people create things to
suit a context, not vice versa. So I had the
context already, these two recordings, and
I had to write the rest to fit it. It was
much easier than trying to do “something”
with a random tune.

Because of the strangeness of, and
technical problems with, the audio
samples, and the unusual nature of their
sound, the final project was mixed and
mastered twice, first by Luke Garfield of
Banana Llama Studios in Australia, who
usually works on my albums, then by Chris
Perry in Toronto, Canada. I wanted to see
what a different creative angle could
produce, and how these engineers would
tackle this challenge. The two versions are
noticeably different with different feels,
but both are compelling.

“We do express our emotions, our reactions to events, breakups, and infatuations, but
the way we do that – the art of it – is in putting them into prescribed forms or
squeezing them into new forms that perfectly fit some emerging context. That’s part
of the creative process, and we do it instinctively; we internalize it, like birds do. And
it’s a joy to sing, like the bird do. “ - David Byrne, HowMusic Works, p. 30



A.I. Opera
The melody of “A.I. Opera” (A.I. – Artificial
Intelligence) was made on the Blob Opera platform.
For this one, I created a melody – a “libretto” – from
the sounds generated on the platform, which is about
60 seconds long in total, before being trimmed. It was
interesting to ultimately create something beautiful-
sounding from a few seconds of machine-like notes
which are actually quite distorted. The music events in
Blob Opera are not meant to be saved or exported,
only listened to online – it is an experiment, after all.
But one can finagle one’s way around that…! So to
this basic series of notes that was converted into an
audio file, I added:

• A piano score to establish and reinforce the simple 
melody that I generated on the platform

• Vocalizing for backing singers – using a Classical 
Ensemble – to fill up the gaps in the Blob Opera 
parts 

• A piano counterpoint score

• A guitar bass-line matched with a Delta Blues 
electric guitar track 

• To get an orchestral sound;  violins, cellos, and 
French Horns

The Soprano Blob hitting a high note while the whole 
choir is vocalizing at full volume

While the vocals (the “libretto” and voices) are the
core of the song, it’s not in a proper form, and I
built in a fairly longish bridge, and a verse
breakdown.

In practical terms, it was tricky to create: When you
use the Blob Opera platform, you have to slide a
cursor on the screen from place to place, or note to
note, meaning that the tune does the same – it slips
and slides on and off key.

As a result, I had to do a lot of repair to the libretto
clips with quantizing, tuning and splicing, varying the
volume and compression, and used the Step FX and
Phat FX plugins. Without that they sounded really
screechy and off-key, or just inaudible.

The final version contains three different versions of
the tracks of the libretto and its parts, depending on
what the clips sound like and how they needed to be
optimized.

Dealing with very short audio clips like these ones, forced me to keep things focused and tight, and did not leave much
room for getting fancy. The parameters impose their own discipline in the creative process.

In the lyric video of A.I. Opera, you can see, over the blobs, and in the image above, the audio icons that appear when you
activate them. There was no way to get rid of those. But at least it shows that the melody that you hear, in fact the entire
song, and all the songs on this album, are unique – in the proper meaning of the word – and created by my own fair hands
at a specific, never-to-be-repeated moment in time.

You can rewrite, rearrange and remix normal software instrument tracks (MIDIs) in Logic, so that they are almost
unrecognizable from the original, but you can’t do that to these audio tracks. What you’ve got is what you’ve got.



Water Music Simply put: there is no way that I
could’ve been able to create these
particular songs, from these particular
audio clips, had I not been as competent
as I am with using a DAW like Logic Pro.
To get the sound right I had to use Logic
tools that I don’t normally need.

Water Music’s basic melody was made
on the “Paint with Music” platform, using
the Underwater canvas. It came together
quickly and effortlessly since the
machine generated sounds led naturally
to a specific melody. I only had to go
back to the platform once to create
another set of notes to build out the
transitions in theVerse sections.

The sound output from the platform
includes a whale song, as well as a bubbly,
susurration effect which are part of the
“waves” or “ocean” canvas on which you
draw. This led me to choosing
instruments to harmonize with the
audio clips that have a similar lamenting,
susurrating sound, namely the Celtic
Harp and the Highlands bagpipes.

The Highlands bagpipes led me to do
the chorus with a highland march beat,
which I think is a nice contrast from the
rest of the piece. The melody of the
water/ocean audio clips is backed up and
reinforced by a score for the
Boesendorfer piano and for a set of
bells. It gave me the mental image of a
lone bagpiper playing at the shore of a
lonely Scottish loch.

As with the other songs in this
collection, I wrote a new Chorus and
Bridge, as well as, overall, new versions
of the Verse parts. I also wrote new
MIDI loops for the harmonies.

This one did not get a Bass track,
because the bagpipes are sonorous and
deep enough already.



Swagger 
& Swing

The melody of Swagger & Swing was made on
the fourth option on the “Paint with Music”
platform, the “Street” canvas, which looks like
a granite wall or pavement. This canvas has a
more atonal sound than the others, and
includes effects like scratching and hissing, to
give a more grunge-like effect. I had to work
around the samples to get them to sound
more musical. So included amongst the tracks
there are versions of the samples with
different settings.

The basic melody derived from the samples
are played on Boesendorfer piano, Afro-Cuban
piano (a rougher sound), and for the
Alternative Verse, which switches from C
Major to Melodic Minor G, I added the
guzheng.

I thought the first parts turned out too
melodic, and so I built in the dirtier-sounding
Alternative Verse section, with a minor key
version of the melody. That introduces the
Nightingale Vox loop, which sounds like the
“street” audio loops – similar tone, similar
texture.

It’s called “Swagger and Swing” because it has
the rhythm of a funky-style swinging strut, like
the one that John Travolta does when he walks

walks down the street (swinging a paint
bucket!) to the Bee Gees song “Staying Alive”
in the film “Saturday Night Fever”. The “swing”
in the title refers to the paint bucket which
Travolta, playing the role of Tony Manero,
carries, as well as the rhythm of the song. It’s
not at 104 bpm, which is the tempo of “Staying
Alive” - it’s the standard 120 bpm. But it still
has swing.

This song needed a bass line since the whole
piece, other than the alternative verse, is quite
high-pitched at C3 to C4. The Latin Upright
Double Bass is paired with the Indian Rajah
Sarod which produces a constant riff. The
Sarod has two loops - one high, one low, to
match the melody. The bass and the sarod just
run steadily under the other instruments.

I like the final version a lot, especially since I
thought I was getting into a rut what with all
the songs in the collection up to that point
being 120 bpm and C major. This one gives the
collection a bit of a change in texture and
tone.

When making the lyric video, I noticed that the
rhythm and tempo were similar to bhangra
music, and, as a result, the background graphics
for the video is in Bollywood style.

The lyric video for this was very difficult to put together since it was
insanely complicated to get the movements of dancers, as opposed to
walkers, to synchronize with the tempo and the beat. In the end though,
it’s the sexiest, grooviest videos I’ve ever made, and a fitting visual
expression of this song.



Appleblossom
The melody for Appleblossom Blink was
generated on the “Plink” platform as well as
on the “Paint with Music – Paper” platform.
The repetitive “plink” note, like a series of
bubbles of diminishing size, had to be balanced
with something more flowing, which is the
bridge in the middle of the piece.

The bridge has a fairly solemn sound (to
match the tone of the Japanese Hirajōshi scale
used on the Paper canvas), and is dominated
by a melody played on a Japanese Katana Flute.
I love the sound of the Katana Flute and its
distinctive pitch bend effect.

The word “apple blossom” in the title (styled
“appleblossom” in the graphics) refers to this
central bridge, and to the peach and apple
blossoms that are common themes in classic
Japanese ukiyo-e art, for instance in the work
of Katsushika Hokusai and Utagawa Hiroshige.

The “blink” in the title refers to the rest of the
song; both to the “Plink” platform and the fact
that, in order to get some variation, I changed
it to a trip-hop/off-beat rhythm, starting with
the house beat vox sample that sounds like
“blink”.

The trickiest part was to precisely match the
audio clips to the trip-hop rhythm and beat.

As a whole, this song consists of contrasts: in
the beats, the scales, the instruments, the
melodies, and also in the lyric video of the
song.

BLINK

The Japanese girl and hip-hop dancer featured in the lyric video of Appleblossom Blink



Busted Piano

Busted Piano is the result of a longer melody created on the “Plink”
platform. I wanted to see if it would be possible to create a complete
melody on the platform, rather than just a clip of a few seconds long. The
result is a tune that is 17 seconds long, with a built-in 4/4 beat, at 100 bpm.

I first outlined the basic tune in Logic, then went on to the “Plink” platform,
and after many tries, eventually managed to make the right moves, in the
right order, to get the whole melody. “Performing” a piece on an AI–driven
music visualization platform is quite challenging.

The Plink audio is rough-sounding, so to get a rounded, full sound, I used
three different sets of audio effects for the same section of melody.

I call it “Busted Piano” because it sounds like a busted piano to me - like a
beaten-up honky-tonk or a really twangy upright in need of tuning. This isn’t
a performance on an elegant Boesendorfer or Steinway, even with synth
and piano tracks laid over it.



Exquisite Machine 
This composition was developed from a sound
sequence generated on the “Exquisite Forest
Theme” web audio creation platform, hence the
name of the song. The sample was developed into
a full score, with a new, scintillating and uplifting
melody, and a deep and multi-layered structure.

The variations of the melody makes this song a
rondo. The sound is rich and complex, and
dominated by two elements: the machine-like
synth instruments, and the harmonious human
vocalization. It is both machine and nature, techno
and human feeling.

THE EXQUISITE FOREST

The fantasy-like page design of the Exquisite
Forest platform is a foreshadowing of the type of
sounds that are generated: it’s pretty, but it
sounds like music for a animation movie about
fairies or rainbow unicorns or magical, twinkling
flowers, like those in the original 2009 “Avatar”
film. It does indeed sound like a theme.

After building a full score from that, there wasn’t
much left – one section of 8 bars, and another of
4 bars.

To build those up I wrote new piano, bass and
synth scores, and for the bridge and verse
breakdown, I wrote entirely new scores that only
have a slight memory of the original tune.

There are still one or two notes in the “Exquisite
Forest” audio loops which, to me, sound almost
atonally high-pitched, like a bird’s squawk, even
after I had sublimated them with the new MIDI
tracks.

However, samples by themselves – however you
source them – do not make a song. You have to
build it. My reiterations of these parts of the
composition, in order to build it up, turned it into
a rondo:

Verse 1 – To introduce the sample, and clarify the basic 
eight-bar tune
Verse 2 – The same melody, but backed up with bass guitar 
and cello
Bridge – Two new melodies that have some resemblance to 
the verse parts – much deeper, more serious, less sweet, 
harsher.
Verse 3 – Breakdown:  A new version of the tune in minor 
key
Verse 4 – Buildup to the Outro:  A full sound, all 
instruments, building to a crescendo

Chris Perry took up the challenge of mixing and 
mastering this track.

In the search for the ultimate
Ear Candy – the most enticing,
most moving chords and
melodies, you can use a
machine-generated sound that
has been engineered to be
exquisite and delightful, or a
sample which has had proven
success. When you hear the
Exquisite Forest theme on the
platform, it does sound quite
irresistible. Not memorable,
but very pretty. (If I had to hum
it now, I couldn’t.)

However, using and relying on that sample might be an error in
judgment, because, in the end, the parts of this song that appeal to me
most are the ones that I wrote from scratch – the bridges, variations,
and the verse breakdown in minor. There is a connection between one’s
feelings and the music that one uses to express those feelings. It is a
direct, visceral connection that cannot be faked or generated by
appropriating it from elsewhere else. When I wrote this piece, I realized
that I no longer need to use loops and samples from the Logic library or
anywhere else – I can, but I can also write better ones.

“The uncanny perfection that these recording and
compositional technologies make possible can be pleasing.
Butmetronomic accuracy can also be too easy to achieve this
way, and the facile perfection is often obvious, ubiquitous,
and ultimately boring.” – David Byrne, How Music Works, p.
135



Outro
Outro – for lack of a better name – is the track in which everything that I
learned during the making of Paint with Music comes together.

I went back to the “Exquisite Forest” platform, which is the platform that
had been the least satisfying to work on – and changed the settings down
to the least melodious – saddest tone, maximum synths, maximum
ambience, etc. What resulted was a sort of low drone with a barely audible
melody. But the melody, those few notes, was appealing.

The final result is a rondo: six variations of the theme, with the bridge
providing a break and contrast.

The defining instrument is the Eastern Storm Voice. I picked it because I
had often watched the video of Canadian artist Peter Pringle performing an
ancient Egyptian love song, and it sent chills up my spine. His voice, when
he sings the phrase, “Sister! Sister without rival!” is just amazing. What raw
emotion and passion! It’s like something primal. (Pringle is well known for
recording on unusual instruments, like the theremin, or instruments from
ancient times.)

It is a fitting finale to the album, I think: that very human, expressive
voice, which is the opposite of the machine-generated sounds from
which the songs on the album were created.

—
M. Bijman

Vancouver, Oct. 2022

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntnBuQAvFjA


The process
1. Draft the basic melody in Logic Pro – 4 to 16 bars long
2. “Perform” the melody on the online platform, or use the most likeable iteration 

of the online painting
3. Record the online and onscreen performance using QuickTime or a similar 

program
4. Split the visual and audio components of the QuickTime recording into .mp4 and 

.mov files
5. Pull the .mp4 file in to the Logic project
6. Manipulate and optimize the .mp4 audio to fit the composition since the 

QuickTime recording is of low audio quality and in the wrong key, tempo and 
rhythm

7. Export it as a bounced .bip file or AAC file to stabilize it
8. Reinsert it into the Logic project and continue the composition from there
9. Rely on the sound engineers to create and maintain interest and uniqueness 

when mixing and mastering the song, making the tracks “pop” and keeping the 
sound grungy. (They delivered.)

10. Use the .mov recordings of the on-screen movements in iMovie to generate the 
lyric video for the song

None of the music generated on the platforms is intended to be recorded or 
developed further into actual commercial-quality music. The sound produced, 
therefore, depends on the audio quality of the user’s computer, but can only be 
optimized up to a point. It will continue to sound mechanical. 

There are probably better ways in which to get from step 1 to step 10, but I 
recognize that I did not want the machine-generated audio to sound normal. I 
wanted it to keep sounding mechanistic and artificial. That forced me to develop 
tracks around the audio, replace the audio with new parts, and compose original 
scores, so that, as David Byrne cautions, it does not sound “…obvious, ubiquitous, 
and ultimately boring.”
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